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I am touched by the bravery of the passengers on Flight 93, one of the planes hijacked on September 11, 2001. It is the only plane that did not reach its target.

The terrorists used knives to stab passengers and get control of the plane. One of the hijackers said he had a bomb.

I can imagine the intimidated eyes and grieving faces of all the passengers and flight attendants. They called relatives and friends to tell them what was happening. They found out that other planes had been hijacked and crashed into the World Trade Center. They realized the hijackers would probably crash their plane into a building as well. They realized that the only way to survive was to resist.

They used all kinds of items to fight back. They used cutlery, carts, wine bottles, scalding water, and fire extinguishers to beat the terrorists. The passengers fought valiantly to overcome the hijackers. But they could not control the plane. The plane crashed in a field in Pennsylvania. Everyone on the plane was killed.

Even though the plane crashed, I was deeply moved by the passengers uniting together to fight the terrorists. The intended target of the plane was either the Capitol Building or the White House. Both of those buildings are important political structures for the country. The Capitol Building is the meeting place for lawmakers. The White House is the place where the president and his family live. Can you imagine if the hijacked plane had crashed into one of those buildings?

The passengers learned that their flight had been turned into an attack weapon. They took a chance and tried to stop it. They sacrificed their own lives so that the terrorists could not succeed in their goal. They are heroes.
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